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Taiwan’s anti-Japanese armed fights during the Initial Japanese colonial period 
had continued 7 years since the Taipei Uprising at the end of 1895, before it was 
finally suppressed by Japanese colonial government. During the 7 years , Taiwanese 
made great sacrifices to resist Japanese colonial rule. Jian Dashi, Ke Tie and Lin 
Shaomao are the most famous heroes among them. 
In this dissertation, we divide Taiwanese into two parts: anti-Japanese army and 
ordinary people, according to whether they resisted Japanese rule directly and 
extensively. The ordinary Taiwanese include the upper-class like gentry, Bao-jia, 
able-bodied men and the primary level. By researching historical materials, we find 
that sometimes the anti-Japanese army and ordinary people united to fight with 
Japanese, and sometimes there was contradictions between them. 
The anti-Japanese army, restricted by the time and their backgrounds, inherited 
traditional fighting method from Qing Dynasty. They showed a character of forest 
outlaws. And they disturbed ordinary people’s lives sometimes. 
The ordinary people, as a whole, were affected by nationalism, provincialism, 
and realistic situation. They struggled between Japanese rulers and their 
compatriots----the anti-Japanese army. On one hand, they hated and resisted Japanese , 
on the other hand, they were forced to assist with the colonial rulers to search the 
anti-Japanese army. 
The gentry was the leading-class in Taiwan society. Their behavior influenced  
both the actions of the primary level and the anti-Japanese army’ movement. Because 
of their absence , the anti-Japanese movement kept a low-level. 
By analyzing , we find the anti-Japanese and ordinary people are not so perfect . 
The defect in themselves caused the imbroglio inside Taiwanese. But this is not the 
root cause. Basically speaking , the imbroglio was brought by the colonial rulers. The 















colonial system to control Taiwanese. Their colonial rule interrupted the normal 
development of Taiwan and made Taiwanese behave abnormally. Weird phenomenon 
like this only happens in colony. This was spiritual damage that the Japanese colonist 
imposed on Taiwanese, and it’s another proof of a crime in colony. 
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